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Let A be an associative PI-algebra over a field F of characteristic zero. By study-
ing the exponential behavior of the sequence of codimensions [cn(A)] of A, we
prove that Inv(A)=limn   n- cn(A) always exists and is an integer. We also give
an explicit way for computing such integer: let B be a finite dimensional Z2 -graded
algebra whose Grassmann envelope G(B) satisfies the same identities of A; then
Inv(A)=Inv(G(B))=dim C (0)+dim C (1) where C (0)+C (1) is a suitable Z2 -graded
semisimple subalgebra of B.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be an associative algebra over a field F of characteristic zero
satisfying a polynomial identity (PI-algebra). If F(X)=F(x1 , x2 , ...) is
the free associative algebra of countable rank, the identities of A form a
T-ideal Id(A) of F(X) and F(X)Id(A) is the relatively free algebra of
countable rank in the variety V(A) generated by A. Since char F=0, Id(A)
(and F(X)Id(A)) is determined by its multilinear polynomials. Let Vn be
the space of multilinear polynomials in x1 , ..., xn ; there is a natural action
of the symmetric group Sn on Vn Vn & Id(A) and the representation theory
of Sn is exploited in order to study this space. Let cn(A)=dimF Vn Vn &
Id(A) be the n th codimension of A. The basic property of the sequence
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[cn(A)]n1 is that it is exponentially bounded: Regev in [8] proved that
if A is a PI-algebra, then there exist a, :>0 such that cn(A)a:n for all
n. One also defines a notion of growth of the variety V(A) as the growth
of the sequence [cn(A)].
The description of the sequence of codimensions in general seems to be
a very difficult problem at present. Its asymptotic behavior has been
computed for some significant classes of algebras (see [3, 9]) and it has
been conjectured that cn(A) &n   an
b:n for some constants a, b, : ([10]).
To capture the exponential growth of cn(A) we make the following
Definition. For any PI-algebra A define
Inv(A)=lim sup
n  
n- cn(A), Inv(A)=lim inf
n  
n- cn(A)
and, in case of equality,
Inv(A)=Inv(A)=Inv(A).
A conjecture, well known to mathematicians working in PI-theory, states
that for any PI-algebra A, Inv(A) exists and is an integer. The main result
of this paper confirms this conjecture; in fact we prove
Theorem 1. Let A be a PI-algebra over a field of characteristic zero.
Then Inv(A) exists and is an integer.
As an immediate corollary we discover again the precise value of Inv(A)
for A a verbally prime PI-algebra ([3, 9]).
While proving Theorem 1 we actually give an explicit way of computing
Inv(A); more precisely by a well known theorem of Kemer ([7]) given any
PI-algebra A, there exists a finite dimensional Z2 -graded algebra B whose
Grassmann envelope G(B) satisfies the same identities of A. Then Inv(A)=
Inv(G(B))=dim C (0)+dim C (1) where C (0)+C (1) is a suitable Z2 -graded
semisimple subalgebra of B.
We should remark that the above theorem has been recently proved for
a finitely generated PI-algebra in [5]. Also in that paper it was proved that
if A is a finite dimensional algebra, then A is central simple over F if and
only if Inv(A)=dimF A.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout F will be a field of characteristic zero, F(X) the free
associative algebra over F with infinite set X=[x1 , x2 , ...] of free
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generators. Sometimes we denote for convenience some free generators by
other letters x ji , yi , ....
We let Sn be the symmetric group on [1, ..., n] and Vn=Vn(x1 , ..., xn)=
SpanF[x_(1) } } } x_(n) | _ # Sn] the space of multilinear polynomials in
x1 , ..., xn . For _ # Sn the map _  x_(1) } } } x_(n) induces a linear isomorphism
FSn $Vn and this in turn defines a left action of Sn on Vn (usually denoted
by b ): if _ # Sn , f (x1 , ..., xn) # Vn , _ b f (x1 , ..., xn)=f (x_(1) , ..., x_(n)). Also, if
Id(A) is the T-ideal of identities of an algebra A, Vn & Id(A) is invariant
under this action and we regard Vn Vn & Id(A) as a left Sn -module. Let
/n(A) be its Sn -character and cn(A)=dim(Vn Vn & Id(A)) the correspond-
ing degree. /n(A) and cn(A) are called the nth cocharacter and the nth
codimension of A respectively.
Recall that the representation theory of Sn is related to the theory of par-
titions of n. Let * |&n be a partition of n and /* the irreducible character
associated to *. Write /n(A)=* |&n m*/* where m*0 is the multiplicity
of /* in /n(A). By taking degrees we get cn(A)=* |&n m*d* and d*=/*(1)
can be computed either by the YoungFrobenius formula or by the hook
formula.
The technique for proving that Inv(A)= p will be that of finding
constants a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 such that
a1 nb1pncn(A)a2nb2pn.
Both upper and lower bound are computed by studying the decomposition
/n(A)=* |&n m*/* . The upper bound will follow from two basic facts:
(1) the multiplicities m* are polynomially bounded ([1]); (2) if /* appears
in /n(A) with non-zero multiplicity, then the associated Young diagram is
constrained in an infinite hook of fixed height and width. The main
ingredients for computing the lower bound are the central polynomials for
n_n matrices constructed in [4] and the LittlewoodRichardson rule.
In order to compute Inv(A), a basic reduction is provided by a
fundamental theorem of Kemer that we now describe. Let G be the
Grassmann algebra on a countable dimensional vector space over F. G has
a natural Z2 -grading, G=G(0)+G(1) where G(0) and G(1) are the spaces
generated by the even degree and odd degree monomials respectively. If
A=A(0)+A(1) is a Z2 -graded algebra over F, then G(A)=A(0) G(0)+
A(1) G(1) is called the Grassmann envelope of A. The following theorem
holds
Theorem 2 (Kemer [7, Theorem 2.3]). If A is any PI-algebra then
there exists a finite dimensional Z2 -graded algebra B such that Id(A)=
Id(G(B)).
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3. Sn -REPRESENTATIONS AND HOOKS
Let * |&n; we will usually identify * with the corresponding Young
diagram D* . If *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *k) |&n and *$=(*$1 , *$2 , ..., *$t) |&n$ then we
say that **$ if kt and *1*$1 , *2*$2 , ... (i.e., D* contains D$* as a
subdiagram in its upper left corner).
Recall that if *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *k) |&n, then h(*)=k is the height of * and
l(*)=*1 is the length of *.
Let T* be a Young tableau and
eT*= :
{ # CT*
_ # RT*
(&1){ _{=\ :_ # RT* _+\ :{ # CT* (&1)
{ {+
the corresponding essential idempotent of FSn , where RT* is the subgroup
of Sn of row permutations of T* and CT* is the subgroup of column
permutations of T* .
In the next lemmas we record two facts needed in the sequel.
Lemma 1. Let H be a subgroup of CT* , M an FSn -module and eT*u{0
for some u # M. Then
\ :_ # H (&1)
_ _+ eT* u{0.
Proof. Write CT*=a1H _ a2H _ } } } _ amH where a1=1, a2 , ..., am is a
left transversal of H in CT* and let r=_ # H (&1)
_ _. If reT* u=0 then
ai reT*u=0 in M for all i=1, ..., m. Hence
e2T* u=\ :{ # RT* {+\ :_ # CT* (&1)
_ _+ eT* u
=\ :{ # RT* {+ (a1 reT*u\ } } } \amreT* u)=0,
a contradiction since e2T*=#eT* for some integer #{0. K
A slight modification of the previous argument gives the proof of the
following
Lemma 2. Let H be a subgroup of RT* , M an FSn -module and eT*u{0
for some u # M. Then
\ :_ # H _+\ :{ # CT* (&1)
{ {+ eT* u{0.
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Let * |&n and T* a tableau associated to *. We make the following
Definition. A multilinear polynomial f =f (x1 , ..., xn) corresponds to T*
if f =eT* b f0 for some multilinear polynomial f0 # Vn .
Given integers l, d, t0 we define
h(l, d, t)=(l+t, ..., l+t
d
, l, ..., l
t
).
It is clear that the diagram associated to h(l, d, t) is hook shaped (see
picture)
We also define an infinite hook H(l, d) as follows
H(l, d )= .
t1
h(l, d, t)
The following two lemmas record important properties of the hooks.
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Lemma 3. Let * |&n be such that *h(l, d, t) for some l, d, t. If
f (x1 , ..., xn) is a multilinear polynomial corresponding to a tableau T* , then
there exist r # FSn such that r b f{0 and a subset Y of [x1 , ..., xn] such that
1. Y=Y1 _ } } } _ Yd , r b f is symmetric in each set of variables Yi ,
i=1, ..., d, and |Yi |=t+l;
2. r b f can be decomposed into a sum of multilinear polynomials r b f =
f1+ f2+ } } } + fk such that for every f i there is a partition Y=Y$1 _ } } } _
Y$t+l with |Y$j |=d and fi is alternating in each set of variables Y$j ,
j=1, ..., t+d.
Proof. By hypothesis the tableau T* contains a rectangular tableau T0
with d rows and t+l columns. Let Nj , j=1, ..., d be the set of integers in
the j th row of T0 , N$i , i=1, ..., t+l, the set of integers in the i th column
of T0 and N=N1 _ } } } _ Nd . Set H=[_ # RT* | _(i)=i for any i  N] and
r0 = :
{ # CT*
(&1){ {,
r=\ :_ # H _+ r0 .
Let Yj=[xi | i # Nj], Zi=[xs | s # N$i].
Clearly the element g=r b f is symmetric in the variables from Yj for each
j. On the other hand, the polynomial r0 b f is alternating in the variables of
each Zi , therefore for any _ # H the element _ b r0 b f is alternating in
the variables of each Y$i=_(Zi) for every i=1, ..., t+l. Hence, r b f is the
required multilinear polynomial. By Lemma 2, r b f is non-zero and the
proof is complete. K
We remark that in the previous proof we can choose Nj and N$i to be any
set of integers in the j th row and in the i th column of T0 respectively.
Lemma 4. Let f (x1 , ..., xn) correspond to the Young tableau T* and sup-
pose that *h(l, d, t). Then for some r # FSn , r b f{0 and there is a subset
Y of [x1 , ..., xn] such that
1. Y=Y1 _ } } } _ Yl , r b f is alternating in each set of variables Yi ,
i=1, ..., l, and |Yi |=t+d;
2. r b f can be decomposed into a sum of multilinear polynomials r b f =
f1+ f2+ } } } + fk such that for every f i there is a partition Y=Y$1 _ } } } _
Y$t+d with |Y$j |=l and f i is symmetric in each set of variables Y$j ,
j=1, ..., t+l.
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Proof. As in the previous Lemma T* contains a rectangular tableau T0
with d+t rows and l columns. Let Nj , j=1, ..., l be the set of integers in
the j th column of T0 , N$i , i=1, ..., t+d, the set of integers in the i th row
of T0 and N=N1 _ } } } _ Nl . Denote H=[_ # CT* | _(i)=i for any i  N]
and
r=\ :_ # H (&1)
_ _+ .
Let Yj=[xi | i # Nj], Zi=[xs | s # N$i].
By definition the element f is symmetric in the variables from Zi . Hence,
for any _ # H the polynomial _ b f is symmetric in the variables from
Y$i=_(Zi). This implies the second part of the lemma. Also, the polynomial
r b f is non-zero by Lemma 1 and is alternating on the variables from Yj for
any j=1, ..., l. K
Recall that for a partition * |&n, d*=/*(1) is the degree of the
irreducible Sn -character associated to *. Next result easily follows from
the hook formula for d* .
Lemma 5. Let * |&n, *$ |&n$ be such that **$. If n&n$c then
n&2cd*$d*ncd*$ .
Remark. Using the structure of the essential idempotent eT* one can
find that in the previous lemma d*$d* .
Lemma 6 [2]. For some constants C, r>0 the following inequality holds
:
* # H(l, d )
* |&n
d*Cnr(l+d)n.
4. COMPUTING THE UPPER BOUND
Throughout this section F will be an algebraically closed field of charac-
teristic zero and A=A(0)+A(1) a finite dimensional Z2 -graded algebra
over F. Let A=B+J be the Wedderburn decomposition of A where B is
a semisimple subalgebra of A and J=J(A) its Jacobson radical. It is well
known (see [7, p. 21]) that J is a graded ideal and B=A1 } } } AK
where A1 , ..., AK are homogeneous in Z2 -grading simple subalgebras and
for each i=1, ..., K, Ai=A (0)i +A
(1)
i is the induced Z2 -grading. From now
on we let m=dim A and Jq=0.
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Consider all possible products of the type
B1JB2 J } } } JBk {0 (1)
where B1 , ..., Bk are distinct A1 , ..., AK and define
p(0)=dim(B(0)1  } } } B
(0)
k ),
p(1)=dim(B(1)1  } } } B
(1)
k ).
Now denote by p the maximal value of p(0)+ p(1) where B1 , ..., Bk satisfy (1).
Lemma 7. Let B1 , ..., Bt be not necessarily distinct subalgebras from the
set [A1 , ..., AK]. If
B1JB2J } } } JBt {0 (2)
then dim(B (0)1 + } } } +B
(0)
t )+dim(B
(1)
1 + } } } +B
(1)
t )p.
Proof. If in the product (2) some subalgebra Bi appears two or more
times then, since JBi JJ, we can reduce this product to get a non-zero
product of the type (2) with the Ai ’s all distinct. K
Recall that G(A)=G(0)A(0)+G(1)A(1) is the Grassmann envelope of A.
Lemma 8. Let *h(l, d, t) where l+d>p and t>(l+d ) m+q. If f is a
multilinear polynomial corresponding to a tableau T* , then f # Id(G(A)).
Proof. First notice that a non-zero multilinear polynomial f corre-
sponding to T* generates in Vn and irreducible left FSn -submodule. It
follows that for any r # FSn such that r b f{0, FSnr b f =FSn b f. Therefore
if we prove that for a suitable r, 0{r b f # Id(G(A)) then FSnr b fId(G(A))
and f # Id(G(A)) will follow. The element r from the group algebra FSn will
be chosen during the proof.
Fix a basis, homogeneous in the Z2 -grading, in each Ai , i=1, ..., K, and
also in J. Then the union of these bases C=C (0) _ C (1) is a homogenous
basis for A. Now it is sufficient to show that r b f evaluates to zero on all
elements of the type cg, c$g$, c # C (0), c$ # C (1), g # G(0), g$ # G(1).
Let c1 , ..., cs be distinct basis elements from C & B and s>p. Then
any product containing all c1 , ..., cs and maybe some other elements from
A is equal to zero as follows from Lemma 7. Hence, if we substitute
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c1 g1 , ..., cs gs instead of some variables in r b f then the resulting
evaluation will be zero on G(A). Therefore it is sufficient to prove that r b f
takes zero value only on elements of the type c1 g1 , ..., cs gs , e1 h1 ,
e2 h2 , ... where c1 , ..., cs are basic elements from C & B, e1 , e2 } } } # J,
gi , hj # G, and all c1 , ..., cs belong to some semisimple subalgebra P of
A with dim P(0)+dim P(1)p<l+d.
Suppose first that dim P(0)d&1. By Lemma 3 there exist r # FSn and
a subset of variables Y=Y1 _ } } } _ Yd such that r b f{0 is symmetric on
each set of variables Yi for any i; there is also a decomposition r b f =
f1+ f2+ } } } where f1 , f2 , ... are polynomials alternating on suitable dis-
joint subsets of Y. Suppose that there exists some substitution in r b f giving
a non-zero value in G(A). Then at least one of the summands fi should
have a non-zero evaluation. Let it be f1 . By Lemma 3 Y can be partitioned
as Y=Y$1 _ } } } _ Y$t+l with |Yj |=d and f1 is alternating on the variables
of each subset Y$j j=1, ..., t+l. It follows that if for two variables y1 , y2
from Y$i we set y1=cg1 , y2=cg2 where c # B(0), g1 , g2 # G(0) then f1
will be zero (being alternating on y1 and y2). On the other hand, since
dim P(0)d&1, in order to get a non-zero value for r b f we need to sub-
stitute no more than d&1 elements of the type cg, c # B(0), g # G(0) in
each set of variables Y$i . This means that for a non-zero value we need to
substitute in r b f at least t+l elements of the type cg, c # B(1), g # G(1) or
c # J, g # G instead of Y. But Jq=0, hence, we should substitute no less
than l+t&q+1>dm elements of the type cg with c # B(1). It follows
that for some 1id we will replace more than m variables in Yi with
elements cg where c is a basis element from B(1). Since mdim B(1) it
follows that there exist two variables y1 , y2 # Yi taking value cg1 and
cg2 respectively, where c # B(1), g1 , g2 # G(1). But r b f is symmetric on y1 ,
y2 . Hence, the correspondence value will be zero.
Now assume that dim P(1)l&1. As before by Lemma 4 there exist
r # FSn and a set of variables Y for r b f such that Y=Y1 _ } } } _ Yl , r b f is
alternating on each Yi , i=1, ..., l, and r b f =f1+ f2+ } } } where for any fi
there is a partition Y=Y$1 _ } } } _ Y$t+d on symmetric subsets of order l.
If, for example, f1 {0 for some substitution then we should replace no less
than t+d&q+1>lm variables of Y with some cg, c # B(0), g # G(0)
because f1 is symmetric on y1 , y2 # Y$i and f1 will be zero if y1=cg1 ,
y2=cg2 with c # B(1), g1 , g2 # G(1).
Since dim B(0)m, we should replace some y1 , y2 from the same
alternating set Yi to tensors cg1 , cg2 respectively where g1 , g2 # G(0)
and c is one of the basis elements of B(0). Hence r b f will take a zero value
and the proof is complete. K
Let Vn #FSn=* |&n I* be the decomposition of the group algebra FSn
into its minimal two-sided ideals I* .
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Corollary 1. Let l+d= p+1 and t=2(m+1) m+1 where m=dim A.
Then *h(l, d, t) I* Id(G(A)).
Proof. Let *h(l, d, t). Since 2m+1p+1 and qm where Jq=0
then t>(2m+1) m+q( p+1) m+q=(l+d ) m+q. Hence, by Lemma 8
for any tableau T* , eT* FSn Id(G(A)). It follows that I*=FSneT* FSn 
Id(G(A)). K
Proposition 1. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra and let p=
max( p(0)+ p(1)) be defined as in (1) before Lemma 7. Then there exist
constants C1 , r1>0 depending only on dim A such that cn(G(A))C1nr1pn.
Proof. Consider the decomposition of the n th cocharacter
/n(G(A))= :
* |&n
m*/* . (3)
Suppose that * |&n is such that *h(l, d, t) with l+d= p+1 and
t=2(m+1) m+1 where m=dim A. Then by Corollary 1, m*=0 for this *.
It follows that any diagram D* with non-zero m* in (3) lies in the union
of some infinite hook H(l, d ) with l+d= p and a square S_S where
S=2(m+1) m+1+m is a constant not depending on n (see picture).
In other words, D* contains a subdiagram D*$ such that D*$ /H(l, d ),
l+d= p, * |&n, *$ |&n$ and n&n$T=S2. By Lemma 5 we have
d*nTd*$ . Denote by P the set of all * |&n such that m* {0 in (3). By [1,
Theorem 16] there exists a constant k>0 such that m*nk for all * # P.
Therefore, using Lemmas 5 and 6 we obtain
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cn(G(A))= :
* |&n
m*d*nk :
* # P
* |&n
d*
nknT :
p
i=0
:
n
n$=0
:
*$ # H(i, p&i)
*$ |&n$
d $*
nk+T :
p
i=0
:
n
n$=1
C(n$)r pn$nk+TCnrpnn( p+1).
So, cn(G(A))C1nr1pn where C1=( p+1) C, r1=k+T+r+1. K
5. IDENTITIES AND GRADED IDENTITIES
In this section we shall study the relations between the multilinear
graded identities of A and of its Grassmann envelope G(A).
The free algebra F(X) has a natural Z2 -grading: we partition the set
X=Y _ Z where Y=[ y1 , y2 , ...] and Z=[z1 , z2 , ...] are countable dis-
joint sets; let F0 be the subspace of F(X) generated by all monomials on
X of even degree in the variables of Z and F1 the subspace generated by
all monomials of odd degree in the variables of Z. Then (F0 , F1) is the
desired grading of F(X).
For a Z2 -graded algebra A we denote with Id gr(A) the T2 -ideal of
graded identities of A.
For n1 , n20, let Vn1, n2 be the space of multilinear polynomials in
y1 , ..., yn1 , z1 , ..., zn2 . We define a linear isomorphism . : Vn1, n2  Vn1, n2 by
the following rule: let f # Vn1, n2 and write f as
f = :
W
_ # Sn2
:_, Ww0 z_(1)w1 } } } wn2&1z_(n2) wn2
where W=(w0 , w1 , ..., wn2) and all w0 , w1 , ..., wn2 are monomials in
y1 , ..., yn1 . Then
.( f )= f = :
W
_ # Sn2
(&1)_ :_, Ww0 z_(1)w1 } } } wn2&1z_(n2) wn2 .
The symmetric groups Sn1 and Sn2 act independently on the left on the
space Vn1, n2 : Sn1 acts on y1 , ..., yn1 and Sn2 acts on z1 , ..., zn2 . Let R1=FSn1 ,
R2=FSn2 be the two corresponding group algebras. We shall compare the
structure of Vn1, n2 as a left module over R1 , R2 and R=R1 R2 . For
b=_ # Sn2 ;__ we write b =_ # Sn2 (&1)
_ ;_ _.
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Lemma 9. Let a # R1 , b # R2 , f # Vn1, n2 . Then
1. f#0 is a graded identity of A if and only if f #0 is a graded identity
of G(A);
2. bf
t
=b f , af
t
=af , b =b, f = f;
3. f is alternating on some variables z1 , ..., zm if and only if f is
symmetric on z1 , ..., zm .
Proof. To prove the first part notice that if f =f ( y1 , ..., yn1 , z1 , ..., zn2),
u1 , ..., un1 # A
(0), v1 , ..., vn2 # A
(1), g1 , ..., gn1 # G
(0), h1 , ..., hn2 # G
(1) then
f (u1 g1 , ..., un1 gn1 , ..., v1 h1 , ..., vn2 hn2)
= f (u1 , ..., un1 , v1 , ..., vn2)g1 } } } gn1 h1 } } } hn2 . (4)
Now consider
f = :
W
_ # Sn2
:_, Ww0 z_(1)w1 } } } wn2&1z_(n2) wn2
and b={ # Sn2 ;{{. Then
bf = :
W
_, { # Sn2
:_, W;{w0z{_(1)w1 } } } wn2&1z{_(n2)wn2
and
bf
t
= :
W
_, { # Sn2
(&1){_ :_, W ;{w0z{_(1)w1 } } } wn2&1 z{_(n2) wn2
=\ :{ # Sn2 (&1)
{ ;{{+
_\ :
W
_ # Sn2
(&1)_ :_, Ww0 z_(1)w1 } } } wn2&1z_(n2) wn2+=b f .
All other statements in (2) and (3) are trivial. K
Lemma 10. Let B=B(0)+B(1) be a Z2 -graded algebra over F and
d=dim B(0), l=dim B(1). Let f ( y1 , ..., ydr , z1 , ..., zls) # Vdr, ls be alternating
in r disjoint subsets of variables [ y i1 , ..., y
i
d][ y1 , ..., ydr], 1ir, and
symmetric in s disjoint subsets of variables [z i1 , ..., z
i
l][z1 , ..., zls], 1is.
If f  Id gr(G(B)), then there exist eT* # FSdr , eT+ # FS ls , *=(r
d), +=(ls) such
that eT* eT+ f  Id
gr(G(B)).
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Proof. Let n1=dr, n2=ls so that f # Vn1, n2 . Consider the left
FSn1 -module generated by f in Vn1, n2 and its decomposition into the sum of
irreducible FSn1 -submodules. Since f  Id
gr(G(B)), there exists a Young
tableau T* , * |&n1 , such that eT* f0 on G(B). If l(*)r+1 then eT* f
is symmetric on at least r+1 variables among y1 , ..., ydr . But all the
yi ’s are divided into r disjoint alternating subsets. Therefore eT* f =0
in F(X) being symmetric and alternating in two variables at the same
time.
Assume now that h(T*)d+1. In this case write eT*=e1e2 where
e1=_ # RT* _, e2={ # CT* (&1)
{ {. Since the polynomial e2 f is alternating
on some d+1 variables yi ’s then also the polynomial e2 f is alternating on
the same variables. Since dim B(0)=d it follows that e2 f # Id gr(B). Hence
eT* f #0 is also a graded identity of B. By Lemma 9, eT* f =eT* f#0 is a
graded identity of G(B).
Since n1=td, we conclude that eT* f  Id
gr(G(B)) only if D* is a rectangle
with d rows and r columns, i.e., *=(rd).
We now consider the left FSn2 -submodule of Vn1, n2 generated by f. As
above there exists a Young tableau T+ with + |&n2 such that eT+ f0 on
G(B). Suppose first that h(T+)s+1 and write as before eT+=e1e2 where
e1=_ # RT+ _, e2={ # CT+ (&1)
{ {. In this case the action of e2 on Vn1, n2 is
alternating on at least s+1 variables zi ’s. But all the variables [z1 , ..., z ls]
in f are divided into s symmetric disjoint subsets; hence, e2 f =0 in F(X)
and eT+ f is also zero.
If, on the other hand, l(T+)l+1, then g=eT+ f is symmetric on l+1
variables zi ’s. By Lemma 9 g~ is alternating on the same l+1 odd variables;
since dim B(1)=l, it follows that g~ # Id gr(B). By using Lemma 9 again we
then obtain that eT+ f =g= g~~ # Id
gr(G(B)).
It follows that eT+ f  Id
gr(G(B)) only if D+ is a rectangle with s rows and
l columns i.e., +=(ls).
We have proved that f  Id gr(G(B)) implies eT* eT+ f  Id
gr(G(B)) where
D* and D+ are two rectangles of size r_d and l_s respectively. K
6. SIMPLE SUPERALGEBRAS AND THEIR
GRASSMANN ENVELOPE
Lemma 11. Let B=B(0)+B(1) be a simple Z2 -graded algebra over an
algebraically closed field F, d=dim B(0), l=dim B(1). Then for any positive
integer t there exists * such that h(l, d, 2t&s)*h(l, d, 2t), s=dim B,
and a tableau T* such that G(B) does not satisfy an identify an identity f#0
corresponding to T* (i.e., I* 3 Id(G(B))).
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Proof. It is well known [7] that a simple finite dimensional associative
Z2 -graded algebra over an algebraically closed field of zero characteristic
is isomorphic to one of the following algebras:
1. Ma, b(F )=( A11A21
A12
A22 ) where A11 , A12 , A21 , A22 are a_a, a_b, b_a
and b_b matrices respectively, a>0, b0, with grading
M (0)a, b(F )=\A110
0
A22+ , M (1)a, b(F)=\
0
A21
A12
0 + .
2. MN(D), where D=F+Fc, c2=1, with grading (MN(F ), cMN(F )).
Suppose first that B=Ma, b(F ). Denote d=dim B(0), l=dim B(1). Then
dim B=l+d. Since B is the (a+b)_(a+b)-matrix algebra over F, for any
t1 there exists a multilinear polynomial f =f (x11 , ..., x
1
d+l , ..., x
2t
1 , ...,
x2td+l) on 2t(d+l ) variables such that f is alternating on the variables
xi1 , ..., x
i
d+l for every i=1, ..., 2t and f  Id(B) (see [4]). Let E be a basis of
B homogeneous in the Z2 -grading. Then |E|=d+l and, for every i, we
need to substitute all elements from E instead of x i1 , ..., x
i
d+l in order to get
a non-zero value for f. It means that after renumerating and renaming all
the variables in f we can say that
f =f ( y11 , ..., y
1
d , ..., y
2t
1 , ..., y
2t
d , z
1
1 , ..., z
1
l , ..., z
2t
1 , ..., z
2t
l )
is not a graded identity of B where y ji are even and z
j
i are odd variables.
By Lemma 9 f #0 is not a graded identity of G(B); moreover for every
i=1, ..., 2t, since f is alternating in y i1 , ..., y
i
d and in z
i
1 , ..., z
i
l , the polyno-
mial f is alternating in the variables y i1 , ..., y
i
d and symmetric in the
variables z i1 , ..., z
i
l .
Let n1=2td, n2=2tl. Then f # Vn1, n2 and by the previous lemma it
follows that there exist eT* # R1=FSn1 , eT+ # R2=FSn2 , *=((2t)
d), +=(l2t)
such that g=eT* eT+ f 0 on G(B).
If l=0 then g=eT* f =eT* f is the required non-identity since
*=((2t)d)=h(0, d, 2t). Therefore we may assume that l>0.
Let M be the R1 R2 -submodule of Vn1, n2 generated by g; then M is
isomorphic to the tensor product M1 M2 where M1=R1 eT* ,
M2=R2eT+ .
If we write n=n1+n2 , then Vn1, n2 Vn and we let M be the FSn-submodule
of Vn generated by M. Let
M =M 1  } } } M k
be its decomposition into FSn -irreducibles. By the LittlewoodRichardson
rule [6] every M i is associated to a Young diagram D* such that
h(l, d, 2t&s)*h(l, d, 2t) where s=max[l, d]. Therefore *h(l, d, 2t&s)
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for s=dim B. Since M is not contained in the T-ideal of ordinary (non-
graded) identities of G(B), it follows that for some multilinear u # M we
must have eT*u0 on G(B) and the proof of the lemma is completed in
case B=Ma, b(F ).
Now assume B=MN(D), B(0)=MN(F ), B(1)=cMN(F ) with c2=1.
Then l = d = N2 = dim B. As in the previous case we let f0 =
f0(x11 , ..., x
1
d , ..., x
2t
1 , ..., x
2t
d ) be a multilinear polynomial which is alternating
on the variables x i1 , ..., x
i
d , i=1, ..., 2t and f0  Id(B). If we set
f =f0( y11 , ..., y
1
d , ...y
2t
1 , ..., y
2t
d ) f0(z
1
1 , ..., z
1
l , ..., z
2t
1 , ..., z
2t
l ).
Then it is clear that f#0 is not a graded identity of B. The same arguments
as in the previous case complete the proof of the lemma. K
Lemma 12. Let B=B(0)+B(1) be a finite dimensional simple Z2 -graded
algebra over an algebraically closed field F. Then for any non-zero
homogeneous elements b # B and for any matrix unit Eij there exist
homogeneous elements a, c # B such that ab c=Eij .
Proof. Obviously, up to scalars one can take a=Ei: , c=E;j for
suitable :, ;. K
We recall the notation: if A is a finite dimensional Z2 -graded algebra
over F, then A=B+J, B=A1  } } } AK where A1 , ..., AK are simple
Z2 -graded subalgebras of A and J is the Jacobson radical. As before, we
consider a non-zero product
B1JB2 J } } } JBk {0 (5)
where B1 , ..., Bk are distinct subalgebras from the set [A1 , ..., AK].
Lemma 13. Let A be a finite dimensional Z2 -graded algebra over an
algebraically closed field F and suppose that B1JB2J } } } JBk {0. Let
f1 , ..., fk be multilinear polynomials on distinct sets of variables such that for
every i=1, ..., k, fi  Id(G(Bi)). Then the multilinear polynomial
u1 f1 v1w1u2 f2 v2w2 } } } wk&1uk fkvk (6)
where u1 , v1 , w1 , ..., wk&1 , uk , vk are new variables, is not an identity of
G(A).
Proof. By (5) there exist matrix units b1 # B1 , ..., bk # Bk , e1 , ..., ek&1 # J
(all b1 , ..., bk , e1 , ..., ek&1 are homogeneous in the Z2-grading) such that
b1 e1 b2e2 } } } ek&1bk {0 (7)
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in A. Let fi= f i (x i1 , ..., x
i
ni
). Since fi is not an identity of G(Bi), there exist
homogenous x i1 , ..., x
i
ni
# Bi , g ji # G such that f i (x
i
1 g
i
1 , ..., x
i
ni
g ini){0.
We shall say that x ij is an even variable if x
i
j # B
(0)
i and x
i
j is an odd variable
is case x ij # B
(1)
i . So, we can regard f i as a graded polynomial and
fi (x i1 g
i
1 , ..., x
i
ni
g ini)= f i (x
i
1 , ..., x
i
ni
)g i1 } } } g
i
ni
.
It is obvious that f i (x i1 , ..., x
i
ni
)=b i {0, b i # Bi . By Lemma 12 one can
choose homogeneous elements ai , ci # Bi such that ai b ici=bi . Therefore
the polynomial ui f ivi takes the value bi by evaluating ui , x i1 , ..., x
i
ni
, v i in ai ,
x i1 , ..., x
i
ni
, ci respectively. Let hi , h$i , ti be elements of G of the same
homogeneous degree as ai , ei , ci respectively. Then for i=1, ..., k&1, we
get
(ai hi) fi (x i1 g
i
1 , ..., x
i
ni
g ini)(ci h$i)(ei  t i)
=ai f i (x i1 , ..., x
i
ni
) ci ei hi g i1 } } } g
i
ni
h$i ti=b iei h i g i1 } } } g
i
ni
h$i ti .
For i=k similarly we get
(ak hk) fi (x k1 gk1 , ..., x knk g
k
nk
)(ck h$k)=bk hk gk1 } } } gknk h$k .
Since G is the infinite dimensional Grassmann algebra, we can choose
homogeneous elements hi , h$i , ti , g ji in G such that
h1 g11 } } } g
1
n1
h$1 t1h2 g21 } } } g
2
n2
h$2 t2 } } } tk&1 hk gk1 } } } g
k
nk
h$k {0. (8)
Hence, by (7) and (8) the polynomial u1 f1 v1w1 u2 f2v2w2 } } } wk&1uk fk vk
takes non-zero value on ui=ai hi , vi=ci h$i , wi=e i t i , x ji =x
j
i g
j
i ,
and the proof of the lemma is complete. K
7. GLUING YOUNG TABLEAUX
Let *1 |&n1 , *2 |&n2 , ..., *k |&nk be given partitions and suppose that
they satisfy the following conditions
h(li , di , ti&si)* ih(l i , di , t i), i=1, ..., k (9)
and
ti&siti+1+li+1 , t i+1+di+1 , i=1, ..., k&1. (10)
Let D1=D*1 , D2=D*2 , ..., Dk=D*k be the corresponding Young
diagrams. By (9) the length of the first di rows of Di is no less than
li+ti&si and no more than li+ti . Similarly, the length of the first li
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columns (if li>0) is no less than di+ti&si and no more than di+ti . The
inequalities (10) mean that if we glue the 1st row of Di+1 to the (di+1)th
row of Di , the 2nd row of Di+1 to the (di+2)th row of Di and so on, then
we will get as a result a new Young diagram DiCDi+1 with ni+ni+1
boxes.
Consider the diagram D*=D1CD2C } } } CDk obtained by ‘‘gluing’’
together D1 , D2 , ..., Dk as above (see picture).
Obviously, *h(l, d, t) where l=l1+ } } } +lk , d=d1+ } } } +dk and
tt1+l1&l, t1+d1&d. On the other hand *h(l, d, tk&sk).
Let now T1 , ..., Tk be Young tableaux corresponding to *1 , ..., *k respec-
tively. If *1 , ..., *k satisfy (9) and (10) above we can glue the tableaux in a
similar way: if :uv is the entry appearing in the (u, v) position of Ti , we
write Ti=Di (:uv). For every i=2, ..., k we now add n1+ } } } +ni&1 to
all the entries of Ti , obtaining in this way a new tableau
Di (:uv+n1+ } } } +ni&1). If T1=D1(:uv), T2=D2(;uv), ..., Tk=Dk(#uv), we
then define
T* =T1 CT2C } } } CTk
=D1(:uv)CD2(;uv+n1)C } } } CDk(#uv+n1+ } } } +nk&1).
It is clear that the tableau so obtained is in the distinct entries 1, 2, ..., n
where n=n1+ } } } +nk .
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Define N1=[1, ..., n1] and, for 2ik, Ni=[n1+ } } } +ni&1+1, ...,
n1+ } } } +ni]. Thus N=[1, ..., n] is the disjoint union N=N1 _ } } } _ Nk .
For i=1, ..., k, we think of Sni as the permutation group acting on the set
Ni , so that we can consider the group algebras FSn1 , ..., FSnk as embedded
in FSn with one-dimensional intersection.
We need to relate the essential idempotent eT* to eT1 , ..., eTk ; we do so in
the next lemma.
Lemma 14. Suppose that *1 , ..., *k satisfy the conditions (9) and (10) and
let T1 , ..., Tk be corresponding tableaux. If T*=T1C } } } CTk , then
eT*=eT1 } } } eTk+b
where b is a linear combination of _ # Sn such that _(Ni)3 Ni for some
1ik.
Proof. Let E=[_ # Sn | _(N i)Ni for all i=1, ..., k]. Obviously,
E=Sn1 _ } } } _Snk in our notation. We need to check that
eT*&eT1 } } } eTk= :
_ # Sn"E
:__
for suitable :_ # F. Recall that
eT*= :
{ # CT*
_ # RT*
(&1){ _{ (11)
where RT* is the subgroup of Sn of row permutations of T* and CT* is the
subgroup of column permutations of T* . Denote R=RT* & E, C=CT* & E
and
Ri =[_ # R | _(x)=x \x # N"Ni],
Ci =[_ # C | _(x)=x \x # N"Ni],
One can split the sum (11) into two parts, eT*=u+w, where
u= :
{ # C
_ # R
(&1){ _{=\ :_ # R _+\ :{ # C (&1)
{ {+
and w contains all the remaining terms in the right hand side of (11). We
will show that u=eT1 } } } eTk and w is a linear combination of _  E.
First note that any _ # R has a decomposition _=_1 } } } _k where _i # Ri ,
i=1, ..., k. Moreover, _=_$=_$1 } } } _$k if and only if _1=_$1 , ..., _k=_$k .
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On the other hand, if _1 , ..., _k are some permutations from R1 , ..., Rk
respectively then _=_1 } } } _k belongs to R. Hence,
:
_ # R
_= :
_1 # R1, ..., _k # Rk
_1 } } } _k=\ :_1 # R1 _1 + } } } \ :_k # Rk _k+ . (12)
Similarly,
:
{ # C
(&1){ {= :
{1 # C1, ..., {k # Ck
(&1){1 } } } {k {1 } } } {k
=\ :{1 # C1 (&1)
{1 {1+ } } } \ :{k # Ck (&1)
{k {k+ . (13)
Since for i{ j, FSni and FSnj commute elementwise in FSn and
\ :_ # Ri _+\ :{ # Ci (&1)
{ {+=eTi
we obtain from (12) and (13) that u=eT1 } } } eTk .
Consider now elements { # CT* "E and _ # RT* . Then for this { there
exists i such that {(x) # Nj for some x # Ni and j<i. Suppose that x belongs
to the p th row of T* . Then {(x) lies in a higher row (say in the q th row)
of T* since {(x) # Nj and j<i. By the construction of T* all entries of the
qth row belong to N1 _ } } } _ N j . Hence, _{(x)  Ni for all _ # RT* and
_{  E. On the other hand, if { # CT* & E, _ # RT* "E then _{  E since E is
a subgroup of Sn and { # E. It follows that w=_  E :__ and the proof of
the lemma is complete. K
8. COMPUTING THE LOWER BOUND
As before we assume that whenever the group Sn acts on a multilinear
polynomial on mn variables, it acts only on the first n variables.
Lemma 15. Let A be a finite dimensional Z2 -graded algebra over an
algebraically closed field F with Jacobson radical J. Let B1 , ..., Bk be distinct
Z2 -graded simple subalgebras of A such that B1 JB2J } } } JBk {0 and let
d=dim B (0)1  } } } B (0)k , l=dim B (1)1  } } } B (1)k . Then for any positive
integer t2 dim A there exists * |&n such that h(l, d, 2t&s)*h(l, d, 2t),
s=4 dim A, and for some tableau T* , eT* b f  Id(G(A)) for some multilinear
polynomial f with deg fn+3 dim A.
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Proof. Denote di=dim B (0)i , l i=dim B
(1)
i , i=1, ..., k. Then d=d1+ } } }
+dk , l=l1+ } } } +lk . By Lemma 11 for any integer t i there exists a parti-
tion *i such that h(l i , di , 2t i&s i)*ih(li , d i , 2ti) where li , disi=dim Bi
and a tableau Ti on *i such that gi  Id(G(Bi)) for some multilinear polyno-
mial gi corresponding to Ti . We choose t1 , ..., tk by the following rule. Let
t1=t2 dim A be arbitrary. Denote qi=s i&1+max[l i , di], i=2, ..., k, and
set q$i=qi if qi is even and q$i=qi+1 if qi is odd. Then define 2ti+1=
2ti&q$i+1 , i=1, ..., k&1. It follows that 2t i&s i=2ti+1+q$i+1&s i
2ti+1+max[l i+1 , d i+1]. Hence *1 , ..., *k satisfy (9) and (10) with t1 , ..., tk
replaced by 2t1 , ..., 2tk .
We now glue the above tableaux T1 on *1 , ..., Tk on *k as shown in the
previous section. We obtain a partition * and a tableau T*=T1C } } } CTk .
Moreover h(l, d, 2tk&sk)*h(l, d, u) for every u2t1+l1&l, 2t1+
d1&d. We now compute
2t1&2tk = :
k&1
i=1
(2t i&2ti+1)= :
k&1
i=1
q$i+1
k+ :
k&1
i=1
qi+1k+ :
k&1
i=1
(si+si+1)
k+2 dim(B1  } } } Bk)3 dim A (14)
Hence 2tk&sk2t&3 dim A&sk2t&4 dim A and, so, * satisfies the
inclusions
h(l, d, 2t&4 dim A)*h(l, d, 2t).
For every i=1, ..., k, let Ti be the tableau on *i such that gi  Id(G(Bi)) for
some multilinear polynomial corresponding to Ti (see Lemma 11) and let
ni=deg gi . Write n=n1+ } } } +nk and let [1, ..., n]=N1 _ } } } _ Nk where
the Ni ’s are defined as in the previous section. For every i=1, ..., k, we
denote by fi the multilinear polynomial gi written in the variables x j where
j # Ni .
We now construct the multilinear polynomial
f =u1 f1 v1w1u2 f2 v2 w2 } } } wk&1 uk fk vk
where the ui , vi , wi are new variables. By Lemma 13 f  Id(G(A)); therefore
f is non-zero under some substitution %(wi)=w i , %(ui)=u i , %(vi)=v i ,
%(xi)=x i where w 1 , ..., w k&1 # JG, u i , v i # B i G and x j # B i G if
j # Ni . So, %( f )0. Notice that deg f=n+3k&1n+3 dim A.
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To complete the proof of the lemma we next show that eT* b f  Id(G(A)).
Indeed, consider the same substitution % as above. Then by Lemma 14
%(eT* b f )=%(eT1 } } } eTk b f )+%(b b f )
where b is a linear combination of _ # Sn such that _ ‘‘shuffles’’ the sets
N1 , ..., Nk . Since eTi is an essential idempotent i.e., e
2
Ti
=+ ieTi for some
+ # Z, +i {0, and the multilinear polynomial fi corresponds to Ti then we
have that eTi b fi=+i f i . Hence %(eT1 } } } eTk b f )=+1 } } } +k %( f ){0.
On the other hand we now prove that every summand in %(b b f ) is equal
to zero in G(A). In fact, let _ # Sn be such that _(Ni)/3 Ni for some
1ik. Then _( j) # Nq for some j # Ni , q{i; this says that %(_ b f i)
belongs to G(Bq). We have
%(_ b f )=u 1%(_ b f1) v 1 w 1 } } } %(_ b fk) v k=0
since u i %(_ b fi) # G(Bi) G(Bq)BiBq G=0. Therefore %(b b f )=0 on
G(A) and the proof is complete. K
As a corollary of the previous result we get
Proposition 2. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over an algebrai-
cally closed field of characteristic zero. Let also p=max( p(0)+ p(1)) be
defined as in (1) before Lemma 7. Then there exist constants C2 , r2>0
depending only on dim A such that cn(G(A))C2 n&r2pn.
Proof. Let p= p(0)+ p(1) and write p(0)=d, p(1)=l. Let also m=dim A.
For any N>5m2+3m divide N&dl&3m by 2p: we get N=2tp+dl+
3m+r for some t>2m and 0r<2p.
By Lemma 15 there exists n, 2tp&4mp+dln2tp+dl and * |&n,
h(l, d, 2t&4m)*h(l, d, 2t) such that eT* b f  Id(G(A)) for some tableau
T* and multilinear polynomial f with ndeg f=cn+3m.
Write N=c+u and construct the polynomial f $= f } xc+1 } } } xN , where
xc+1 , ..., xN are new variables distinct from the ones appearing in f. By
Lemma 13 and Lemma 15 (or their proof), it is easy to see that
eT* b f $  Id(G(A)). By the branching rule of the symmetric group, it follows
that
FSNeT* b f $ 
+*
+ |&N
I+ b f $
where I+ is the two-sided ideal of FSN corresponding to +. Hence there
exists +* and a tableau T+ such that FSNeT+ b f $3 Id(G(A)).
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We have: cN(G(A))d+dh(l, d, 2t&4m) . Since N&|h(l, d, 2t&4m)|=
N&(2tp&4mp+dl )<8m2+7m is bounded and, by [2, 7.16],
dh(l, d, 2t&4m) &n   an
b(l+d )n it follows that cN(G(A))CNupN for some
constants C, u depending on m. K
9. THE MAIN RESULT
We can now prove our main theorem
Theorem 3. Let A be a PI-algebra over any field F of characteristic
zero. Then Inv(A) exists and is an integer.
Proof. If K is an extension field of F then it is not difficult to prove that
cn(A)=cn(AF K) (see [5, Remark 1]). Therefore we may assume that F
is algebraically closed. By Kemer’s theorem (Theorem 2 above) there exists
a finite dimensional algebra B over F such that Id(A)=Id(G(B)); hence the
conclusion now follows from Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 since then
C2nr2pncn(G(B))C1nr1pn, for some constants C1 , C2 , r1 , r2 and
Inv(A)= p. K
Kemer introduced the verbally prime T-ideals as basic blocks for the
study of arbitrary T-ideals (see [7]). An algebra A is said verbally prime
if Id(A) is verbally prime. It turns out that the verbally prime algebras are:
F, F(X) , Mk(F ), Mk(G) and Mk, l (G) (0<l[k2]) where
k l
Mk, l (G)=
k
l \
G(0)
G(1)
G(1)
G(0) + .
Corollary 2 [3, 9]. 1. Inv(Mk(F ))=k2;
2. Inv(Mk(G))=2k2;
3. Inv(Mk, l (G))=(k+l )2.
Proof. To prove (2), notice that Mk(G)&Mk(F )G(0)+Mk(F )G(1)
is the Grassmann envelope of Mk(F ) with grading (Mk(F ), Mk(F )). Hence
Inv(Mk(G))=dim Mk(F )+dim Mk(F )=2k2.
We prove (3) assuming that l0 and this will also prove (1). Now,
Mk, l (G)&M (0)k, l (F )G
(0)+M (1)k, l (F )G
(1) is the Grassmann envelope
of Mk, l (F ) with grading (M (0)k, l (F ), M
(1)
k, l (F )). Hence Inv(Mk, l (G))=
dim M (0)k, l (F )+dim M
(1)
k, l (F )=k
2+l2+2kl=(k+l )2. K
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